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Abstract
Marginalized students face silent battles of racial discrimination and injustice every
day that go often go unnoticed. These various experiences and encounters have the potential
to lead to severe traumatic reactions that can negatively impact a student’s college
experience. My thematic concern examines the problem of hate speech and unconscious
biases on college and university campuses and its influence on race-based trauma
experienced by students of color. I will also address the ways in which colleges and
universities can proactively support and protect racially marginalized students from these
occurrences and the potential trauma that can come with them. In this thesis, I propose that
colleges and universities implement Bias and Crisis Response Teams on their campuses.
With the creation of this team, institutions can effectively respond to instances of bias and
hate on campus in a more structured way, and, as a result, marginalized students will feel
safer and more comfortable on campus. In addition to this Bias and Crisis Response Team, I
will discuss the creation of a tangible guidebook that team members can have on hand to
reference. It is the responsibility of Student Affairs professionals to uphold the values placed
by their respective institutions. One way that this can be achieved is through helping
students find their voice and letting them know that they matter to the larger world around
them.
Keywords: Race-based trauma; Marginalized; Unconscious bias; Free speech; Hate
speech; Bias response team.
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Chapter One: Introduction
Throughout my life I have been through a lot of situations which helped me grow and
develop into the person that I am today. Ever since I was a little girl, the idea of getting a good
education was something that was always instilled in me by my parents. Both of my parents
never furthered their education after high school, but they wanted a better life for me, and I knew
that I wanted to make them proud. Since my parents never graduated from college, this made me
a first-generation college student. A first-generation student can be defined as someone whose
parents did not complete their degree at a four-year institution. Growing up as a young Black girl
with two parents both born and raised in Jamaica has proved to have many challenges. There
were a lot of things that I had to find out on my own when it came to navigating the education
system. Oftentimes I felt like I was not being supported enough as a person in school but instead
I was treated like a small and insignificant part of a larger system. I already knew that navigating
the administrative side of college would be a challenge for me, but I never thought I would need
assistance navigating the social life as well.
I was admitted into my undergraduate institution as a Middle Grades Preparation major
however, I graduated with a degree in Professional Studies and minoring in Professional
Education and Youth Empowerment and Urban Studies. I had a lot of academic trial and error
moments during my four years leading up to graduation. I switched majors three different times
before I found the one that I was truly content with. The experiences that we face in our lives are
the moments that can change us for better or for worse and they allow us to grow continuously.
These educational experiences of growth are supposed to inspire future learning and develop our
potentialities (Dewey, 2015, p. 66). Thanks to my experiences as an undergraduate, I was able to
shape my life into what it is today. I made the decision to continue my education past getting a
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bachelor’s degree because of what I went through with the hopes of making a difference.
Colleges and universities have an unspoken responsibility to support and protect the students that
are enrolled in their institution. Higher education is much more than just in class experiences; it
is about what occurs outside of the classroom as well. My thematic concern will assess how
colleges and universities can protect racially marginalized students enrolled in their institutions.
Specifically, I will be addressing how higher education institutions can proactively support
marginalized students during instances of hate speech and hate crimes that can have extreme
racially-based traumatic effects on students. The word marginalized is the feeling of
unimportance or powerlessness that is associated within a specific society or group. Individuals
can feel marginalized through their race, gender, sexual orientation, social class and more. For
the purpose of this paper, I will be talking about groups that have felt marginalized by their race
because this is the identity group that I have personally felt marginalized in the most.
Undergraduate Experience
When I first arrived at my undergraduate institution, I did not know what to expect. I was
coming from a high school with a very diverse demographic to a Predominantly White
Institution. To put things more into perspective, at my high school, the students who were
considered minorities made up 75% of the school’s entire population. This included Asian,
Hispanic, African American, and Bi-racial students. In comparison, my undergraduate institution
is on the opposite side of the spectrum with a 75.5% white population and the rest being
minorities. The biggest adjustment about going to a school with this demographic, was having to
come to terms with being the only person of color in a classroom at times. This was a concept
that I was not used to at all and it acted as somewhat of a culture shock for me. I went from being
able to see someone who looked like me around every corner to being confined to the limitations
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of my institution’s Multicultural Center. There were times when I could feel myself self-isolating
and feeling so small sitting in the back of the classroom. I went from feeling like I mattered and
belonged to a larger community to just an insignificant fraction. I remember thinking that it was
strange for me to feel this way, but I could not get out of my own head. As Nancy Schlossberg
(1989a) explained, “when individuals feel marginalized, they worry if they matter to anyone."
Looking back, I now realize, this is why I felt the way that I did. I felt as though I did not matter
in class because I did not look like everyone else. It made me feel out of place and disconnected
from the university like I did not really belong. All I wanted to do was fly under the radar and get
in and out of class each time. During my undergraduate years, I do feel as though I was
challenged in my field; however, when it came to social support, there was none to be found. It
seemed as though my advisors did not care about my personal struggles, they just wanted to
move me right along. As argued by Patton et al (2016), however:
If the university environment fails to provide the kind of support a student may need or if
a student does not experience the support that is available to them, then the challenges
may end up being too great. This will lead the student to a host of negative outcomes
including, at the extreme, leaving higher education. (p. 30)
Luckily for me, I did not reach the point where I wanted to give up on higher education
as a whole, but my experience did make me realize that universities need to do a better job as a
with supporting marginalized groups on campus.
I look back at this moment and imagine how my life could have been if I was able to feel
that love and support from my university in all aspects of my college career. This support should
not only be found in the classroom either, it has to be found both inside and outside the normal
educational setting.
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Shaping My Thematic Concern
In addition to my experience in the classroom, during my undergraduate career I feel as
though I was also let down by campus leadership when it came to balancing first amendment
rights and the safety and mindfulness of students. The most prominent example is when Donald
Trump came to speak at my undergraduate institution. In this instance, the university chose to
acknowledge the free speech rights of Trump and his supporters, but there was no evident
support for those who did not agree with what Trump stands for. Instead, the campus became
very divided and very hostile, and when I say divided, I mean it in a literal sense. On one side of
the street were the Trump supporters, on the other side were the students and other individuals
who stood in opposition, and right in the middle of it all were armed police officers in SWAT
gear on standby in case things got out of hand. While standing on that opposite side of the street,
I was met with the most hateful and aggressive racial slurs that I have ever witnessed in person. I
could not believe that my undergraduate institution would allow people with so much hate in
their heart come to this campus without providing some kind of safe haven for the remaining
population. This whole ordeal made me question if this institution actually stood to uphold the
values and mission of the university itself.
At the time of the incident, I had no real comprehension of the legal restrictions that the
university was under. Instead, I saw them as a puppet being controlled by the government to
avoid a lawsuit. This perception that I had stemmed from multiple accounts of not feeling valued
at my institution. In my eyes, there was no effort from campus leadership to ensure that both
sides and opinions were of equal importance. When I look back on the lack of effort and
effective leadership that my school portrayed, I can’t help but think about the ways in which
universities as a whole need to do better by their students. In this instance, my undergraduate
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institution had a very solid structural frame according to Bolman and Deal (as cited by Sriram &
Farley, 2014). Campus leaders were responding to the society around them in a business-like and
factory mindset. The well-being of the students and the campus community went out of the
window. I believe that if the leadership involved had put out more of an effort to support and
protect the students who felt marginalized, there would not have been as much hostility on
campus as there was that day.
Being a person of color during this Donald Trump rally or any similar situation can cause
some students extreme traumatic stress mentally and emotionally, and I would be lying if I said
that I do not still feel the emotional stress of living through this event to this very day. These
“negative race-based encounters can lead to extreme levels of stress and thus may have the
potential to produce traumatic reactions” (Carter et al, 2020, p. 11). These reactions and feelings
can be detrimental to a student’s education and their college experience as a whole. It is for this
reason that my thesis will examine the problem of hate speech and hate crimes on campus, as
well as the ways in which colleges and universities can support and protect marginalized students
from these occurrences and the race-based trauma that can come with them.
Effective Leadership & Advocacy
An effective leader in higher education should be able to advocate for their students at all
times. According to Laura Harrison (2014), students want faculty and staff to assist and be
involved with confronting power structures on campus. As campus professionals, we should use
the power that we have to give our students a pathway to let their voices be heard as well. As I
mentioned before, without a solid sense of support from the institution, students will begin to
resent higher education as a whole. They will begin to lose faith in the main structure that was
put in place to encourage educational and personal growth. In my opinion, being able to feel
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connected to your respective institution is a huge part of having a meaningful college experience.
Many colleges and universities have mission statements and values that explicitly condemn any
act of hate or hate speech. However, many times these situations are covert and fall under the
radar. When these instances occur, they create an environment that is filled with hostility and not
conducive to the learning atmosphere that institutions are supposed to produce. By addressing
this concern, it will help marginalized students feel like they matter to their institution and give
them the sense of belonging that they need to excel in their education.
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Chapter Two: Theoretical Frameworks
A philosophy is something that explains the “why” of a phenomenon. It can be seen as
one’s discipline or their way of life (Rentz & Zhang, 2011, p. 4). A philosophy is an idea or
viewpoint that is continuously growing and developing but still has a sense of consistency. It is
important to have some kind of philosophy for anything in life because it gives you something
meaningful to stand for and something to abide by. When it comes to education, one's
philosophy will dictate how that person values the concept of education as a whole. It is a way to
show what is important to them in the ongoing cycle of education. A philosophy of education
will continue to answer the question: what can universities do to make the education system
better? Since there is not just one answer to this question, there is not just one philosophy of
education. My philosophy of education stems from years of first-hand experience in the
education system. Since I can remember, I have always known how I wanted to learn and what
values are most important to me when it comes to my own learning. However, my true value of
education comes from my experience as an undergraduate student at my respective institution. It
was during that time period of my life that I was able to fully comprehend what American
Philosopher, John Dewey (2015) would refer to as the miseducative experiences in my past and
how they helped formulate a philosophy of education that I wish to uphold as a Student Affairs
professional in the future.
My Philosophy
During my undergraduate years, I had many negative experiences with my academic
advisors. I always felt as though my advisors and even some of my professors had no regard for
how my decisions in school could affect my personal life, nor did they show any kind of interest
in trying to make that connection in the first place. Good education entails so much more than
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just going through the motions of what you think is just expected of you. It is going above and
beyond to ensure that all students are seen as unique and valuable pieces of the world that we
live in today. It is taking into account all of the different aspects of a student’s life that are
connected and relevant to their complete academic experience. Faculty and staff both play a huge
role in providing guidance for the students that they interact with on a regular basis. However, if
the person that is in this role model position does not have a good value of education or have
never even considered their own philosophy of education, then the student’s entire educational
experience can be affected in a negative way. My philosophy of education is based around the
question: how can universities and Student Affairs professionals reproduce better students who
value education as it should be? The goal should be to educate our students in a sense that will
make them want to become better people in their communities, not simply to become rich and
climb the social ladder. If we successfully achieve this, then our students today will be able to
pass down this same mindset to the students of tomorrow.
Our Education System Today
Throughout history, universities have always, and probably will always, reflect the
society that they are in, whether that be influences from state government, state religion, or
sometimes both (Rentz & Zhang, 2011, p. 13). Today, our education system is plagued by
capitalism and neoliberalism overtaking our society’s values. Universities are being run more
like a business than an actual place of growth and development. Students and faculty are both
losing sight of the true value of a good education because they are blinded by dollar signs. The
only importance falls on the amount of money a certain degree can get you instead of what you
can do for the community with it. Students are no longer attending these universities with the
hopes of finding a job that will make them truly happy and make a difference. Instead, the
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majority of this generation is settling for the human capital approach. This idea is based on the
steps that students are taking in order to make themselves more marketable in the real world
instead of just happy. In the world that we live in today, economic values are beginning to
dominate society values. “We must rapidly begin the shift from a “thing” -oriented society to a
“person” -oriented society” (hooks, 2017, p. 27). Materialistic things such as money cannot
overshadow the benefits of human development and interaction. Universities no longer care as
much about serving the public good as they do about making money in some way. If we continue
down this path without anyone around to challenge what is considered normal, we will become
complacent and will no longer be able to face reality or have any motivation to try and intervene
or change any kind of unjust circumstance (hooks, 2017, p. 29). Our students need to know that
they have a voice and they have the right to challenge and question the dominant culture of the
education system that we have today.
Educative Experience
I am not sure when this shift in mindset first occurred, but I know I value a full educative
experience. What I mean by a full educative experience, can be broken down into three different
parts. This is the kind of experience in schools that a) embodies teaching the whole student as
opposed to teaching to the test, b) one that engages everyone equally as learners in this huge
world we call life, and c) one that provides nonstop growth for both students and faculty. I
believe that these three concepts are the primary foundations when it comes to my philosophy of
education. Without them, you cannot create an educative experience for any student, and if the
experience is not an educative one, then what is the point of it? Miseducative experiences are
those that provide no real growth (Dewey, 2015, p. 64). These experiences limit our students as
individuals and as members of a larger community, and no good will ever come of that.
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Teaching the Whole Student
When it comes to teaching the whole student, it is important to remember that even
though as Student Affairs professionals, you may not necessarily teach in a normal classroom
setting, you are still just as valuable to a student’s educative experience in school as their
professors. The idea of Student Affairs came into existence in order to help create out-of-class
experiences that would be beneficial to a student’s development as a human. This idea of
teaching the whole student allows the student to have a more active role in their own education.
Rather than just being an empty vessel to be filled and placed into the world by their teacher, the
student becomes a critical thinker in society and is able to question and challenge the dominant
culture. This only happens when educators take the whole student into consideration, inside and
outside of the classroom. Educator and philosopher, Paulo Freire (1990) would call this an
example of the “problem-posing” education model. This way of teaching allows students to
develop how they want to exist in the world on their own (Freire, 1990, p. 83). It gives them the
autonomy to make their own decisions but provides them with the partnership of their educators
to help them work through any challenges that might arise. So instead of an educator simply
lecturing and talking at the students, there is a sense of dialogue and transactional learning going
on that allows the students to fully contribute to their own learning as well.
Becoming Equal Learners
In addition to assisting with teaching the whole student, the “problem-posing” model
allows students and teachers to become active learners simultaneously in the classroom. This is
important in creating a full educative experience because learning and knowledge should be a
two-way street. The teacher and students both engage in educational dialogue as opposed to the
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teacher simply teaching while the student merely retains the information that they are given.
“They become jointly responsible for a process in which all grow” (Freire, 1990, p. 80).
The opposite of this practice is the banking model. This way of teaching, to me, is the
easy way out. With the banking model, in relation to Student Affairs professionals, students do
not get a chance to learn or grow as a person. Instead, they are told exactly what to do and how
to do it. This leaves no room for any kind of development or creativity in that student. It gives
them a sense of a predetermined future that the student had no say in whatsoever. As Freire
(1990) said, “to alienate human beings from their own decision-making is to change them into
objects” (p. 85). When we limit students’ choices in school, we are also limiting them as
individuals in society. This goes back to what I mentioned previously about needing to become a
more “person” -oriented society instead of a “thing” -oriented society (hooks, 2017, p. 27). Our
students should not be seen simply as objects to shove information into but as active and valued
participants in a shared learning experience.
The Importance of Growth
Growth is another important concept when it comes to creating a full educative
experience because growth is something that is ongoing and never stops and since learning is
also ongoing, the two go hand in hand. Just because something is presented in what seems like
an educational setting, does not mean that it is in fact educational. For something to be
considered truly educational, it has to encourage growth in multiple directions. Student Affairs
professionals have a high influence to shape these educational experiences to promote growth
and development. They are “able to judge what attitudes are actually conducive to continued
growth and what is detrimental” (Dewey, 2015, p. 68). It is easy to create a miseducative
experience without even knowing it. Someone can have really well intentions at first but the
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minute you begin to limit a student’s individual growth as a person then those original intentions
are skewed. For example, if an educator is having a group discussion with students, in order to
create a real educative experience, it would be in the educator’s best interest to let that discussion
go on until the students themselves feel content with the outcome. If the discussion is cut short
due to time constraints or other factors, it can limit the student’s ability to grow as individuals in
this situation despite the educators well intentions of trying to move on to the next topic.
Pushing Against the Norm
In philosophy, to “negate the negation” means to put an end to what is limiting us as a
society. In my opinion, it is society itself that is limiting our students and their true potential as
global citizens. It is normal for educators to expect students to just fall in line and to accept what
is handed to them to be true. “They teach us to believe that domination is ‘natural,’ that it is right
for the strong to rule over the weak, the powerful over the powerless” (hooks, 2017, p. 28). My
philosophy of education goes against what is considered the “norm.” The goal is to produce
students who will challenge the dominant culture with the hope of creating permanent change in
our education system today. All of these components that I value encompass a good educative
experience and make up my philosophy of education. These are the means in which I plan to live
and work by when I become a Student Affairs professional myself. There is a lack of support
when it comes to the betterment of our students as individuals. When we put all of our focus and
energy into the institution we forget the important pieces that are keeping the institutions afloat
in the first place. Students are the lifeline of our education system, which means we should want
to reproduce students who will carry on a positive legacy that they too can pass onto the next
generation.
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The future of our education system is not an “Either-Or” affair (Dewey, 2015, p. 73). We
should be constantly thinking about how what we do in the present will impact our future. In this
case, the students are our future and we must consider the influence and the impact that we have
on them. My philosophy is not set in stone and it is not completely perfect, but it is a start and
that is all that matters. Like I mentioned before, a philosophy is something that is constantly
developing and changing as time goes on. “Education as growth or maturity should be an everpresent process” (Dewey, 2015, p. 74). Eventually the needs of students and faculty will shift
and therefore my philosophy will have to shift with time as well. However, the overall purpose
will always stay the same and that is always upholding what it is to have a full educative
experience.
Statement on Critical Action Research
Critical Action Research (CAR) is a collaborative research method that allows the
researcher and the participants to both learn and grow together throughout the entire process. It
“engages people in examining the social practices that link them with others in social
interaction” (Kemmis & McTaggart, 2007, p. 282). The unique thing about this method is that it
is a never-ending cycle that is always improving. There are many different ways that this CAR
cycle can be broken down into. My favorite model to look at comes from Kemmis and
McTaggart (2007). Their stages of CAR include: Plan, Act & Observe, Reflect, Revived Plan,
Act & Observe and then the cycle just continues on. See Figure 1 for a visual of this cycle. The
first stage of planning is where you would identify your problem or issue and develop a question
that you wish to answer. Acting and observing entails utilizing your research to take action and
provide a solution. Once a possible solution is taking place, you observe the outcome and collect
the data. After the data from your research is analyzed, you reflect on what you’ve learned to
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determine your next steps and then the cycle starts all over again with a revised plan and
different approach.
Critical Action Research is a great method to utilize in Student Affairs because, as I
stated earlier, the world around us is always changing and adapting, therefore our research
methods should continuously adapt with it. Critical Action Research is also ideal for creating
social and civic change for the community. My intervention will have a Critical Action Research
framework in order to utilize the collaborative aspect of this method. With students and
professional staff working together, I believe it would create lasting changes on campus.
Figure 1.
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Chapter Three: Literature Review
As far back as one can remember, the university has always been a vessel for various
power struggles. The history of the university itself began with the struggle of power between the
wealthy clergy men and African Americans. These wealthy white men used their power over
African Americans in order to create and maintain some of the colleges and universities that we
know today. The history of these institutions were literally built on the backs of African
American slaves. Aside from the economic contribution due to slave trade money, slaves were
used to actually build universities from the ground up (Wilder, 2014, p. 140). Back then, if you
had wealth then you had power and thanks to the economic gain from the slave trade, white
people were the only ones able to benefit from the profits. There is a lot of history of power
struggles within the university and these struggles have also affected students in relation to free
speech and free speech rights.
When the idea of the right to free speech first came about in the 18th century, it was so
that individuals within the government could use their voices without fear of backlash or
retribution. This constitutional right was only granted to white men at the time of its creation.
African Americans did not possess the human right to speak freely on matters that were
important to them. In fact, at that time many African Americans were punished for trying to use
“their voices and agency as acts of resistance against slave masters and those in power” (Wheatle
& Commodore, 2019, p. 12). In the 17th century, Americans had a system of rules in place to
limit African Americans and their rights as citizens. These rules were referred to as Slave Codes.
One Slave Code specifically banned slaves from assembling in public altogether in order to
prevent the possibility of starting a joint uprising (Nelson & Williams, 2019, p.87).
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Free Speech Movements in History
Back in the 1900’s concerns over social reform began to rise and college students began
to shift their activist ways to focus more on the outside world than on campus issues. For
example, “experiences in World War I showed the nation the horrors of war and led to a growing
peace movement on American campuses in the 1920s” (Broadhurst, 2014, p.5).
The events that took place at the University of California at Berkeley in the fall of 1964,
helped pave the way for students to fight for their right to free speech. The students at Berkeley
wanted to attract more campus support for the Civil Rights Movement. However, their attempt
was met with opposition from the university’s president and deans. The university officials
enacted a policy that banned any form of political advocacy on campus. In order to fight these
political restrictions, the students at Berkeley had no choice but to come together. “Their
successful campaign to gain Free Speech rights at college became known as the Berkeley Free
Speech Movement. It was the first major campus rebellion of the turbulent 1960s'' (Cohen, 1985,
p. 16).
In order to peacefully protest and challenge the university and its political restrictions,
students set up civil rights tables near the main campus entrance. It was not long before law
enforcement got involved to shut down the work of these students. Police attempted to arrest a
student named Jack Weinberg and when they made their attempt, a crowd of students formed
around the police car in order to block his arrest. In less than half an hour the crowd grew to
several thousand students surrounding this one car. This sit-in lasted straight through the night
making it, “the longest and largest single political demonstration of college students in American
history” (Cohen, 1985, p. 16). On day two of the sit in, the president of the university met with
protestors and negotiated a settlement. The settlement solved the issues with Weinberg's arrest
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but it did not address the initial political restrictions that led to these events in the first place.
When the university tried to discipline the leaders of the Free Speech Movement, the students
joined together again in yet another protest. The students gathered again at Sproul Hall for
another sit-in. This one lasted through the night as well but this time around, the police came to
break up the student protest by using force. Over six hundred police officers arrived at Sproul
Hall and eight hundred students were arrested. The excessive means of police force that was used
on the students angered the rest of the campus community. This sparked even more protests and
boycotts throughout the university. “On December 8th 1964 the Berkeley faculty assembled and
its governing body, the Academic Senate, voted to approve a series of resolutions which
vindicated the strikers and settled the Free Speech controversy” (Cohen, 1985, p. 18).
The victory of this Free Speech Movement paved the way for others to do the same and
stand up for their rights. Often times students are scared to speak out on the injustices occurring
on their campus because they do not want to be seen as unruly or rebellious. These students do
not realize that going against the dominant power is acceptable as long as the sole purpose is to
create some kind of systemic change as opposed to just simple disobedience. French philosopher,
Michel Foucault refers to this idea as “counter-conduct” (Foucault, 2009, p. 201). The ultimate
purpose of counter-conduct is to redistribute or nullify the power that is currently in place. This
is exactly what the students at Berkeley did when they regained their power and right to speak
freely about the political movements that mattered to them. “The Free Speech Movement’s
success demonstrated to students across the nation that effective protest movements could be
built on campus, and that engaging in such dissident activity was not “un-American” but was, in
fact, their moral and political right” (Cohen, 1985, p. 18). This movement also showed students
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that the act of regaining power is attainable but it has to come through some kind of struggle
because there will always be forces acting in opposition.
If we take a look at our society today, things are not very different. Today, students are
still fighting to use their voice to stand against the limiting powers. Many students are hesitant to
use their voices to create change because they do not see the point since their own institutions do
not seem to care about them. In an interview with students across the Pennsylvania State System
of Higher Education, many of them reported feelings unwelcome, unsafe, and targeted on
campus when it came to racial issues (Martines, 2021, p. 1).
Law and Policy
Free Speech vs Hate Speech
When it comes to freedom of speech on college campuses, it is hard to tell the difference
between what is considered free speech and what is considered hate speech. In the United States,
hate speech can be seen as justifiable under the First Amendment which causes a gray area on
what is appropriate and what is offensive. The idea of hate speech can be seen as problematic
because it demonstrates a “conflict between two rights in a democratic society- freedom of
speech and freedom from discrimination. Freedom of speech, including freedom of the press, is
fundamental to a democracy” (Boyle, 2001, p.490). Hate speech was once considered
mainstream speech. It was not seen as harmful because it aligned with the dominant ideology.
“There were no ‘hate groups’ espousing racism and white superiority when it was in fact the
official ideology or mainstream idea” (Boyle, 2001, p.493). The United States really stands apart
from its international counterparts when it comes to speech restrictions and reservations.
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The United Nations International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights is just one part
of the International Bill of Human Rights. “This treaty has been ratified by over 140 of the
world's states including the United States” (Boyle, 2001, p. 493). As explained by Boyle (2001):
This treaty is also part of the Supreme Law of the land in the United States. But the
United States has entered a reservation with respect to Article 4.41 That reservation states
that the United States does not accept any obligations to restrict the rights of speech,
expression, and association. 42 That would suggest that the United States would not ban,
for example, the Ku Klux Klan (KKK) or other hate groups as Article 4 arguably
requires. Nor would it legislate to prevent dissemination of racist ideas. But banning the
equivalent of the KKK is precisely a step that is under way in Germany, and suppression
of ideas is a step taken in Europe as part of efforts to stem anti-Semitism. (p. 497).
When it comes to racism and anti-Semitism, it is clear that the United States has a different
general viewpoint on what is appropriate and what is not, compared to the other countries who
have fully committed to this Supreme Law. “It is at least arguable that the right approach by the
Supreme Court to the scrutiny of laws controlling hate expression should be similar to the
approach the Court takes in regard to obscenity” (Boyle, 2001, p. 501). It is strange that the same
restrictions placed on other obscenities are not also applied to the acts of racism and other forms
of discrimination. The hope is that, by being a part of this International Humans Rights
Conventions, the United States will adopt a new way of thinking of these laws and regulations.
However, the country may be too set in their old ways to make the necessary adjustments needed
to the First Amendment.
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Speech Codes
This section will discuss ways that college and universities have tried to regulate speech
on their campuses in order to still stay in line with the First Amendment. The government has the
right to provide restrictions on speech if it does not meet the requirements of the time, place and
manner test. These restrictions are put in place overall to protect public safety. We see a need for
this kind of government intervention when dealing with the topic of controversial speakers
wanting to use public universities as platforms to get their message out to a wider audience. In
response to these controversial speakers and protests, many universities have adopted campus
speech codes that clearly identify the time, place and manner in which these demonstrations can
take place. One universal speech code that almost all public universities have adopted is the
implementation of “free speech zones.” This refers to a specific area designated by the institution
where students and the outside public can gather freely to speak and protest. These university
speech zones must be content-neutral to uphold the First Amendment. This means that anyone
can have the right to speak in these areas regardless of the content of their message. “Speech
zone regulations must comply with the requirements of the time, place, or matter test” (Davis,
2004, p. 276). This test states that (O’Neill, n.d.):
1. Regulations must be made without reference to the content of the potential
speech.
2. Regulations must be narrowly tailored, meaning written with the least amount
of restrictions on First Amendment rights.
3. Speakers must have alternative channels of communication.
If any of these steps are violated, then a person’s First Amendment rights would be in question as
well.
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Censorship
There is an argument that states, “free speech zones” are actually censorship zones that
silence students” (Davis, 2004, p. 275). There are many university officials out there that believe
that the only way to protect their students is to censor all controversial topics. What they don’t
realize is that by doing so, they are also limiting students as well. One form of speech cannot be
restricted without risking the restriction of all speech as a result. In an article written by
LaQuasha Combs (2018), she states:
The restriction on speech that is deemed controversial or offensive may deter students of
varying viewpoints from speaking altogether. Such a restriction creates a lack of diverse
viewpoints and is so overbroad that it leaves students unsure of what sort of speech is
permitted and what is prohibited. Consequently, students refrain from speaking altogether
because they fear that they will be punished for their expression (p. 173).
Controversial topics should be embraced in a sense because they open students to viewpoints that
are not of their own. College is a time to explore new things and to find what voice truly speaks
to your character. Students cannot do that if they are only hearing one side of the story.
Universities need to find a way to create inclusive environments that both allow all types of
speech and protects the rights of the speaker and the audience at the same time. There is a thin
line between censorship and upholding the rights of the First Amendment. Colleges and
universities should be trying to educate students on what is acceptable and what is not acceptable
when it comes to freedom of speech and freedom of expression.
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Bias Response Teams
There is a lot of gray area surrounding the First Amendment and it is hard to distinguish
between what is considered hate speech versus what is protected. In the U.S. District court case,
John Doe v. University of Michigan 1989, the court struck down the University of Michigan’s
hate speech code that they were trying to implement. The university attempted to develop a
policy that would discipline any action toward a student “verbal or physical, that stigmatizes or
victimizes an individual on the basis of race, ethnicity, religion, sex, sexual orientation, creed,
national origin, ancestry, age, marital status, handicap or Vietnam-era veteran status” (Travis, &
Scott, 2017). The court decided that the verbal portion of the policy was too vague and declared
the verbal ban to be a violation of the First Amendment. As a result, the use of racial slurs on a
public college campus is still protected. The Federal Courts believe that once limitations are
placed on a certain type of speech, it will cause a “slippery slope” reaction for more potential
restrictions to follow. “As a result, the Federal Courts generally do not condone limits on free
speech, even if a form of speech offends or causes discomfort” (Travis, & Scott, 2017).
There are certain instances that may arise on campus that may seem controversial to
some, but are still protected by law and policy. These instances can also be referred to as bias
incidents. “Bias incidents include prejudicially motivated conduct, speech, or expression that
does not constitute criminal activity” (Miller, et. al, 2018, p. 315). Since certain speech can be
interpreted differently, one way that colleges and universities have worked to try and combat this
is with the implementation of Bias Response Teams.
Bias Response Teams are institutional committees designed to receive and respond to
reports of bias incidents, hate speech, and/or hate crimes on college campuses. Key
functions of bias response teams include supporting those targeted by hate or bias;
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referring students to resources and services; educating the campus community about the
impact of incidents; and promoting initiatives and new ideas that further an inclusive,
welcoming campus (Miller, et. al, 2018, p. 317).
The history of Bias Response Teams can be dated back to as early as the 1980s. The members of
these teams are typically solely faculty and staff representatives. Bias Response teams in the past
simply served as a channel of communication between the reporting party and the appropriate
department such as student conduct (Patton, 2017, p. 198). As the years went on, Bias Response
Teams started to develop a desire to become more educational. Members wanted to educate
students on what is right and what is wrong when it comes to bias incidents. This was sometimes
a struggle for teams due to either campus or legal restrictions. Members of Bias Response Teams
who had successful educational components felt as though their practice aligned perfectly with
their personal philosophies (Miller, et. al, 2018, p. 328).
Power and Privilege
The idea of power has been around since the beginning of time. No one can pinpoint the
exact moment when power came about but its influences are evident throughout history. In the
past, power was solely sovereign created. This meant that there was some kind of central figure
of power and authority that people had to obey (O’Farrell, 2021, p. 1). Now, the focus of power
has shifted and other forces have started to reshape the idea power and its influence. Power does
not lie in one location, therefore, there is no one person or entity to blame for some of the
negative results of power. Oftentimes people in certain powerful positions are targeted for the
decisions that they make, when in fact they are merely responding to the power forces that push
against them. French philosopher, Michel Foucault (1980) uses the metaphor that, “...individuals
are the vehicles of power, not its point of application” (p. 98). Power is everywhere and it
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circulates throughout the world whether we choose to acknowledge it or not. Those who are
oblivious to the power dynamics around them are completely governed and have no room for
resistance. Power is typically viewed as something negative used to coerce people into acting a
certain way. In reality, power can be productive (O’Farrell, 2021, p. 1) depending on what it
wants to establish. The purpose of the power that we are most familiar with is to establish and
produce the idea of normalization. Power tries to get a population of people to act a certain way
that is in line with the dominant norm.
When it comes to power in relation to the university, most of it comes from influences
from the state but primarily influences from money. The university itself responds to the society
that it is currently in and our society is currently dominated by neoliberal viewpoints.
Neoliberalism has taught us to believe that all institutions should be run like the market and
should operate like a business. With this mindset, oftentimes the needs of the students are lost
when universities are only concerned with responding to the world around them.
Taking a look at the ongoing epidemic on how public universities should respond to hate
groups and bias incidents that occur on campus, there are a lot of different forces of power that
come into play with every party that is involved. There is power working both for and against the
university, the group doing the demonstration on campus, as well as the students in these
situations. However, when we take the time to really evaluate and measure all of the forces of
power more closely, we see that the students are at the lower end of the stick. When these group
demonstrations come to campus they are protected by the power of the Constitution and
protected by the power of the university to a certain extent. The university has the power and
obligation to protect the students when these groups or incidents occur but due to the forces of
power from government laws, that power gets lost, and students often feel not protected by their
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university. It’s hard for students to see and find the power that they possess because they feel so
distanced from the top of the power chain. The happiness and protection of the students that
attend a certain university should be at the forefront of any decision. The question at hand needs
to shift from a money centered issue to a student centered one. Instead of asking: “How can we
remove these groups from our campuses without getting sued?” Universities should be asking
“How can we work with our marginalized students to make them feel safe when these groups
come to campus?”
Marginality and Mattering
When students enter college, they are entering a whole new environment that they have
to learn to adapt to. This leaves an opening for feelings of marginality to occur. “Every time an
individual changes roles or experiences a transition, the potential for feeling marginal arises”
(Schlossberg, 1989). Marginality can be defined as the awareness of the classifications that are
used to divide us as people. This can be through “ethnicity, age, gender, social class, sexual
preferences, religion, and politics, to name a few” (Schlossberg, 1989). When students feel
marginalized in a way they start to question if they truly belong or if they matter to anyone.
The sociologist Morris Rosenberg and his colleagues suggest that "mattering is a motive:
the feeling that others depend on us, are interested in us, are concerned with our fate, or
experience us as an ego-extension exercises a powerful influence on our actions" (Rosenberg &
McCullough, 1981, p. 165). This is important in higher education because students need to feel
that their institution is genuinely interested and invested in their well-being. If this feeling of
mattering is achieved, then students will feel more connected to the university and will be
inspired to excel both academically and socially because they will have also obtained a sense of
belonging.
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Institutions that focus on mattering and greater student involvement will be more
successful in creating campuses where students are motivated to learn, where their
retention is high, and ultimately, where their institutional loyalty for the short- and longterm future is ensured. (Schlossberg, 1989).
When students feel like they matter, they feel less marginalized as a result, and when this
happens, they begin to feel like they can truly make a difference in the world. This thesis aims to
provide a way to give marginalized students an outlet to express their issues and concerns to a
campus entity. As a result of this, these students will be able to see that their institution is
genuinely invested in their safety and their well-being.
Current Research
The year 2020 proved to be challenging times in more ways than one. The world was hit
with a global pandemic and multiple accounts of social injustice towards minorities. With each
unfortunate event, the amount of institutional support marginalized students received,
specifically students of color, remained largely the same. There was little to no extra effort to
make these students feel safe or valued. As a result, there has been a spike in student protests and
demonstrations to demand the support needed from their respective institutions.
Students at Haverford College went as far as to boycott their classes and campus jobs in
order to receive better treatment from administrators. When the murder of Walter Wallace Jr.
occurred in Philadelphia, Haverford administrators actually discouraged students from engaging
in the protests that were going on nearby. They referred to the protest as an act of impulse and as
a result, devalued the importance of the situation and how it impacted students of color. The
students felt unseen by their institution and started a protest of their own. “If it takes striking for
you guys to listen to us, make some change ... then that’s the risk we’re willing to take,” said a
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Haverford student (Anderson, 2020). As a collective, the students aimed to demand “firm
commitments to structurally shift the institution and better support for students of color”
(Anderson, 2020). Some of their specific demands included severing ties with local police and a
“reparation fund” toward multicultural programs and facilities on campus.
Situations like this are a potential result of institutions failing to fulfil their duties to
support marginalized students. For years, Pennsylvania’s State higher education institutions
have primarily focused on recruiting more and more students of color to boost enrollment
numbers, but in return, they fail to support those students once they arrive on campus (Pattani,
2020, p. 1). Students are demanding structural change and universities need to start listening with
an open mind. Creating an inclusive environment on campus where everyone feels valued and
respected goes beyond just punishing certain individuals. Education is the key. “Years of campus
climate surveys and diversity task force reports have listed concrete suggestions, from hiring
more diverse faculty who can mentor students of color to reevaluating curriculums and funding
more clubs geared toward students of color” (Pattani, 2020, p. 1).
The 2019 results from the campus climate survey of my undergraduate institution proved
that there are some serious growth areas when it comes to helping students of color feel like they
matter and are supported by the institution. The graphs below demonstrate the university’s trends
regarding Mattering and Affirmations (Figure 2.1) and Appraisals of Institutional Commitment
(Figure 2.2). According to the definitions found in the survey (2020), the content area:
Mattering and Affirmation is defined as others noticing and caring about what students
think, want and have to say. Appraisals of Institutional Commitment explores the extent
to which students believe that the campus leadership deals with racism/racist incidents
effectively, in the open, and in a timely manner (p. 2).
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Figure 2.2
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Based on the results of the survey, there were specific recommendations for each content area
that was examined. For Mattering and Affirmations, one recommendation was that the institution
should “train staff across Student Affairs, auxiliary centers, and campus police and security in
meaningful ways to cultivate inclusive environments” (Robinson, 2020, p. 8). One
recommendation for Appraisals of Institutional Commitment was that the institution needs to:
consider that all faculty and staff search committees should go beyond bias reduction
training to integrating proactive measures throughout the life cycle of hiring, including
retention and promotion, particularly of minoritized faculty (Robinson, 2020, p. 10).
The recommendations proposed in this survey align with the goals of my own proposed
intervention. My intervention seeks to train selected faculty, staff, and students in a way that will
promote a more inclusive campus environment. My intervention also goes beyond the typical
bias reduction training and focuses on taking a more proactive standpoint when it comes to
addressing issues of racial biases as well. This intervention will be explained more in depth in
Chapter Four.
Assistantships and Internships
In this section I will talk about my personal experience in my graduate assistantship and
my internship and how it specifically relates to supporting marginalized students of color. My
graduate assistantship was in the Office of Fraternity and Sorority Life. Following the deaths of
George Floyd and Breonna Taylor, students from our Culturally-Based Fraternal Organizations
were both outraged and discouraged by the lack of support they felt from their institution. My
office worked together with the students to organize a peaceful protest on campus to voice their
demands to the university President. It was very disheartening to hear the testimonies of these
students and their experiences at the institution so far. However, I was also very inspired by how
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well my office stood by these students and assisted them in finding their voice. It was that initial
support that motivated those students to try and enact change for future generations to come.
During my internship with a First-Year Experience department at a different institution, a
situation occurred at the university where Donald Trump supporters came on to the campus
unannounced and began yelling racial and homophobic slurs to the public. Some students
attempted to hold their own counter protest to combat the negativity, but others were extremely
caught off guard and did not know how to react. The three Trump supporters were well in their
right to speak freely on the public university’s campus despite the disruption and discomfort that
it caused. The following day, current students and alumni held a more formal counter protest
calling on the university to take action. The university had no protocol in place to counter this
demonstration and to protect the students on campus. Current students and alumni were both in
agreement that the university needed to do more in the moment.
Situations similar to this is what sparked the development of my thematic concern. These
students were let down by university administrators and had to resort to conducting their own
counter protest in order to feel safe and heard. Universities need to have a system already in
place that will eliminate all feelings of doubt and discomfort that may arise when these
distasteful instances occur.
Race-Based Trauma
In order to fully understand the term race-based trauma, we first have to understand the
meaning of the word race and racism, as well as the word trauma. “Race is defined as a social
construction in which people in the United States are identified by their skin color, language, and
physical features, and are grouped and ranked into distinct racial groups” (Carter, 2007, p. 18).
Racism is the act of discriminating or ostracizing someone based on their specific racial group.
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“Trauma was first recognized in psychiatric and mental health diagnostic systems in the
late nineteenth century and in the early twentieth century” (Carter, 2007, p. 31). Trauma can be
defined as the physical or psychological effects of a life changing event or experience. People
can respond differently to the same traumatic experiences based on individual factors such as
their race, age, sexual orientation, etc. Some examples of different responses to trauma as
explained by Carter (2007) are, a) psychological avoidance, (b) physical avoidance, (c) poor
recall, (d) diminished interest in significant activities, (e) feeling detached or dissociated from
people, (f) limited or restricted feeling, or (g) a limited view of the future (p. 32). Based on these
definitions, we can conclude that race-based trauma is the physical or psychological effects of an
event or experience that resulted in some kind of racial discrimination.
Negative Effects of Race-Based Trauma
Scholars have argued that being a member of certain oppressed groups is a type of stress
that has been ignored in social science theory and research for some time now (Carter, 2007, p.
41). As noted by Carter (2007), “Racial stressors have been found, in a variety of studies, to
produce physical outcomes such as high blood pressure, risk for heart disease, and increased
vulnerability to a variety of negative health outcomes that can contribute to greater psychological
and emotional distress” (p. 58). This is the silent battle that our students of color face from time
to time. My proposed intervention aims to put a stop to these negative effects going unnoticed.
Proposed Intervention
In my next chapter, I will outline a potential intervention that can assist with this ongoing effort to support our marginalized students of color. My intervention will provide these
students with the support they need to feel safe and protected on campus. I propose that colleges
and universities implement the use of Bias and Crisis Response Teams on their campuses. The
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sole purpose of a Bias Response Team is not to punish the violating party, but instead to educate
them on how their words or actions affect others. The difference between a Bias and Crisis
Response Team and a regular Bias Response Team would be the added component of being able
to respond appropriately when a crisis is actually occurring in the moment instead of when one is
reported after the fact.
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Chapter Four: Program Intervention
As I stated previously in Chapter 1, the incident with Donald Trump coming to my
undergraduate institution really changed my perspective on the university's values and the
university as a whole. This thematic concern stems from the feelings and emotions that were
going through my mind that day and my proposed intervention is how I would have liked to see
this situation handled. Even though I cannot speak for everyone, I can still confidently say that
the individuals standing on the opposite side of the Trump supporters, deserved more from the
university that day. In addition to my own personal experience, this intervention is supported by
existing research, some of which I have shared in Chapter 3. The issues of free speech and the
protection of marginalized students are still relevant to this day. In this chapter, I will be
explaining my proposed intervention to my thematic concern in detail. First I will talk about my
overall theoretical framework and how it influenced my proposed intervention, Then, I will
discuss the overall goals, objectives and learning outcomes as well as each individual
component.
Theory to Practice
Mattering vs Marginality
In Chapter 3, I explained in detail the idea of Marginality and Mattering (Schlossberg,
1989a). This theory, from my perspective, is connected to the idea of power and privilege; and it
relates well to my intervention. There are constant unspoken power struggles that students face
in their day to day lives, and students who are racially marginalized tend to experience these
struggles even more. As Student Affairs professionals we need to be actively encouraging our
students to use their voice and to challenge life as they see fit. In my observation, when students
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feel as if they do not matter, they tend to silence themselves as well. This intervention will aim to
give those students the space and opportunity to use their voice to make a difference.
Program Proposal
Colleges and universities should implement Bias and Crisis Response Teams on their
campuses. The purpose of this team would be the same as a regular Bias Response Team (Patton,
2017, p. 198) with the added component of responding to the concern in the moment of the
crises. This Bias and Crisis Response Team will be made up of students, faculty, and staff who
seek to put an end to instances of hate speech and unconscious bias that may occur on campus.
These individuals will be appointed to their position as representatives from various identity
offices. When it comes to responding to campus biases, the sole purpose of this Bias and Crisis
Response Team is not to punish the violating parties, but instead, to educate them on how their
words or actions affect others. In instances of an in the moment crisis, the team's responsibility
would be to provide some kind of alternative space for marginalized or other offended students
to feel safe and unified.
A comprehensive two-day training workshop will ensure that all members interested in
being a part of the Bias Response Team are equipped with the necessary tools and knowledge to
create change on their campus. In addition to this workshop, a tangible guidebook will be
provided so that team members can have on hand to reference to no matter what after the
workshop process is over.
Mission Statement and Values
This Mission Statement has been inspired by Middlebury College (2021), the University
of Louisville (2021), and Stonehill College (Street, 2021). Their word choice and descriptions
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really connected with what I would like to portray with my program. My Mission Statement and
Values will be as followed:
This Bias and Crisis Response Team will be responsible for responding to acts of hate or
biases both explicit and unconscious that may act to disrupt the civility and positive nature of the
campus climate. This team will strive to create a campus environment that is free from hate,
discrimination, and harassment. The members of the Bias and Crisis Response Team will seek to
educate the campus and the wider community and facilitate dialogue with the aim of repairing
harm and preventing future incidents.
Program Goals, Objectives and Outcomes
The overarching goal of this intervention is for marginalized students to feel safe and
protected on campus. This goal can be achieved with the creation of an effective Bias and Crisis
Response Team, a meaningful training workshop for team members, and an in-depth guidebook
to responding to instances of hate on campus.
With the creation of an effective Bias and Crisis Response Team, marginalized students
will be able to articulate how to report instances of hate crimes to the team in a timely manner.
Marginalized students will also be given the space and opportunity to express their feelings of
hurt or discomfort if they feel discriminated against. On a larger scale, with the creation of an
effective Bias and Crisis Response Team, the university population will be able to differentiate
between appropriate acts of free speech and hurtful unconscious biases.
In order for the Bias and Crisis Response Team to be successful and effective, they have
to have a training workshop that is both meaningful and intentional. As a result of this training
workshop, members of the Bias Response Team will be able to recognize the difference between
what is considered free speech and hate speech. They will also be able to identify different
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variations of unconscious biases and discrimination that can occur on campus. In addition,
members of the Bias and Crisis Response Team will be able to employ aspects of their training
effectively to mediate instances of unconscious biases and discrimination that can occur on
campus.
With the creation and implementation of a Campus Bias and Crisis Handbook, the
readers will be able to study and recall different aspects of their training workshop at their
convenience. Readers will be able to prepare for different instances of hate speech and hate
crime before they occur on campus and be able to facilitate educational opportunities
surrounding hate speech and hate crime on campus. See Appendix A for a clear outline of these
goals, objectives and outcomes.
Bias and Crisis Response Team
Faculty and Staff Vs Student Responsibilities
The responsibilities of the faculty and staff on the Bias and Crisis Response Team include
but are not limited to:
•
•

Provide direct one-on-one support to those who are targeted by hate or bias.
Consult with potential controversial speakers prior to their arrival on campus to explain
expectations.

The responsibilities of the students on the Bias and Crisis Response Team include but are not
limited to:
•

Facilitate peer-led discussions regarding campus hate and bias

•

Provide assistance with any student-led initiatives to alleviate potential tensions around
controversial demonstrations
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The combined responsibilities of the entire Bias and Crisis Response Team include but are
not limited to:
•

Refer individuals to campus resources and services available when applicable.

•

Educate the campus community about the impact of hate and bias.

•

Promote initiatives and new ideas that further a welcoming, bias- and hate-free climate

Needs Assessment
This program intervention is needed because of the constant social and racial injustices
happening across the world as I mentioned previously in Chapter 3. These world events are
affecting students in more ways than one and most go unnoticed until it is too late. A Bias and
Crisis Response Team would be the proactive way to address these issues. Data for this can
specifically be calculated through the use of a Campus Climate survey. The purpose of the
survey would be to get a better understanding of student perspectives as it relates to diversity,
equity and inclusion. I would be partnering with The Higher Education Data Sharing Consortium
(HEDS) to conduct this survey. HEDS is an independent not-for-profit corporation that was
formed in 1983 and is now located at the Center of Inquiry at Wabash College in Crawfordsville,
Indiana (2021). This organization offers all of the tools necessary for institutions to conduct
meaningful surveys throughout their campus. The results of these surveys will give the university
more insight on the state of their institution.
Workshop Schedule at a Glance
Below is a brief overview of the schedule for the two-day training workshop. More
detailed information regarding example processing questions, and sample scenarios can be found
in Appendix B.
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Day 1
9:00am-10:00am

Greetings/ Breakfast

10:00am-10:30am

Introductions Icebreaker & Overview of the Day

10:30am-12:30pm

Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Keynote Speaker

12:30pm-1:30pm

Lunch

1:30pm-3:30pm

Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Keynote Speaker

3:30pm-4:00pm

Closing Remarks

Day 2
9:00am-10:00am

Greetings/ Breakfast

10:00am-10:30am

Icebreaker Activity & Overview of the Day

10:30am-11:30am

Reflection and Processing the Keynote Message

11:30am-12:30pm

Scenarios and Role Playing (Responding to Biases)

12:30pm-1:30pm

Lunch

1:30pm-2:30pm

Introduction of Campus Bias and Crisis Handbook

2:30pm-3:30pm

Scenarios and Role Playing (Responding to Crises)

3:30pm-4:00pm

Closing Remarks & Team Swag Distribution

Keynote Speaker Points to Cover
Since I will be utilizing a professional Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Keynote speaker
there is no need for me to outline their workshop because it will have already been established
prior to them being invited to speak. Instead, what I plan is to provide the speaker with key
points that I would like them to cover to ensure that all intended learning outcomes are met. The
points are as followed:
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1. Acknowledging our own personal biases
2. Explaining what microaggressions are and what they look like
3. When does “free speech” become “hate speech”?
4. How to address instances of hate in uncomfortable elements?
Campus Bias and Crisis Handbook
I would like to incorporate a Campus Bias and Response handbook because I want to
provide the members of the team with a tangible resource that they can look back and reference
to even after their initial training is over. In addition to having the physical copy of the
handbook, members will also have access to these materials through an online format as well.
This will increase the level of accessibility that members will have to this information in case of
an emergency. The handbook will be revisited and updated on a bi-annual basis. If an
amendment needs to be made under special circumstances, it will be up to the discretion of the
current members of the team to do so.
Proposed Table of Contents
Below is an example Table of Contents for the Campus Bias and Crisis Response Handbook:
1. Bias and Crisis Response Team Mission Statement and Values
2. History of free speech rights on campus
3. Difference between free and hate speech
a. What to look for?
b. How to mediate?
4. Current free speech issues (21st century)
5. Bias and Crisis Response Team Responsibilities
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6. Reporting Procedures
a. In- person reports
b. Online reports (see Appendix C for example)
7. Campus Resources
ACPA and NASPA Professional Competencies
Back in 2009, ACPA and NASPA members came together to come up with a list of
competencies as a guideline for Student Affairs professionals. These competencies are not set in
stone and can be interpreted in different ways. They are the steppingstones to creating a wellrounded Student Affairs professional. The foundational outcomes for the leadership competency
created by ACPA and NASPA serve the same purpose. They were created to give insight but are
also flexible enough for people to still feel unique in their own leadership style. By doing the
ACPA and NASPA Professional Competency self-assessment I was able to acknowledge the
areas that I have a high competency in and compare them to the competencies needed to
implement this intervention successfully. This intervention aligns with many competencies. The
ones that are most important to the purpose of this intervention are Social Justice and Inclusion,
and Leadership.
The Social Justice and Inclusion competency area involves individuals who have a sense
of their own agency and social responsibility that includes others, their community, and the
larger global context (ACPA & NASPA, 2010, p. 30). This competency area is extremely
important because in order for the members of the Bias and Crisis Response Team to be able to
effectively assist marginalized students, they have to be aware and conscious of their own power
and privilege and other factors that may influence their ability to fulfil the duties of this position.
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The Leadership competency area involves both the individual role of a leader and the
leadership process of individuals working together to envision, plan, and affect change in
organizations and respond to broad-based constituencies and issues (ACPA & NASPA, 2010, p.
27). Members of the Bias and Crisis Response Team will have to be individual leaders as well as
leaders in a group setting to become role models on campus. These members will have to work
together as leaders on campus in order to achieve the long-term goal of creating a safer
environment for marginalized students.
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Chapter Five: Implementation
In this chapter, I will be explaining my specific leadership style and how it plays into the
actual implementation of this proposed intervention. For this intervention to be executed
successfully, I believe that the facilitator would have to have a similar leadership style and
values. This chapter will also discuss the anticipated timeline and a funding plan. I will also
discuss the assessment and evaluation methods that will be utilized to determine the
effectiveness of this intervention as well.
My Leadership Approach
Before explaining the theories that would come into play while developing this training
workshop, I think it is important to explain my overall leadership approach and how it will
influence how these workshops will be facilitated. According to Gallup's strengths- based
leadership assessment, my top five strengths are connectedness, futuristic, woo, input, and
relator. Each of these traits are equally important to my leadership identity and the kind of leader
that I wish to be in Student Affairs.
People who have connectedness as their top strength typically see the world as a big
intertwining concept. They believe that everyone and everything is part of a much larger picture
that is all connected somehow (Gallup, 2021, p. 1). This is a good representation of my
leadership style because I am the type of person that works best when everything compliments
each other. This strength influences my perspective of others and allows me to value each person
I come in contact with as pieces of a greater puzzle. When it comes to working in a group or
being in a leadership role, with this strength, I can connect all parties together based on their
strengths, weaknesses, and personalities in a way that would be most effective to accomplish the
task at hand.
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Someone who possesses futuristic as their strength “are inspired by the future and what
could be” (Gallup, 2019, p. 1). They are excited about creating visions for the future and working
towards achieving that goal. According to Gallup, a futuristic person can “help certain
individuals select the best alternative after having weighed the pros and cons in light of
prevailing circumstances or available resources” (Gallup, 2019, p. 1). This strength is beneficial
for an effective leader because you are able to share your vision and optimism with the group in
a way that shows different perspectives and ways to solve a problem.
The woo strength is for individuals who are great at making connections with others.
These individuals are very welcoming and always open to new ideas. This strength is also
connected to the input strength as well because people with this strength enjoy taking in those
new ideas and collecting all types of information that can be useful in different situations.
Relator is the strength that ties all of the others together in my opinion. This strength is all about
building and maintaining relationships. People with this strength are all about making deep
connections with people they come in contact with.
Taking a look at Bolman and Deal’s (2014) four frames of being a leader in Student
Affairs, we can see that there are many different ways that someone can express their leadership
abilities. The four frames that are highlighted are structural, human resource, political, and
symbolic. The frame that resonated with me the most based on the traits of my top strengths that
are outlined above is the human resource frame. According to Sriram and Farley (2014), “the
Student Affairs professional viewing his or her world with the human resource frame focuses on
individual growth and participation” (p. 104). This has always been a passion of mine to see each
person as an individual first and help with their personal development and then work with them
to see where they fit in the bigger picture. Human resource leaders are good at cultivating talents
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and helping others to acknowledge their full potential. Leading through this lens is important and
effective because it creates that sense of community and ideal work environment that is both
conducive and productive. With the human resource lens everyone feels as though their opinion
is valued and is useful to the entire group’s success.
Problem-Posing Pedagogy
Based on the type of leadership styles I possess; I believe that these training workshops
should be facilitated using “problem-posing” pedagogy. As I stated previously in Chapter 2, this
way of teaching is ideal when trying to incorporate a sense of shared learning. Instead of having
the facilitation of the workshop consist solely of information after information being poured into
the members without any real input, this “problem-posing” model will allow the participants in
the workshops to be engaged in interactive dialogue that will encourage learning on both ends.
By utilizing my Gallup strengths, it will be easy for me to make connections and relate to the
individuals participating in this training so that they will feel comfortable to share their
experiences as well. Since these individuals will be appointed to their position, they would have
to possess some kind of knowledge or passion regarding diversity, equity, and inclusion in order
for them to have been recommended in the first place. The idea of shared learning would be ideal
because everyone in the training will be coming in with a different perspective and new ideas but
all for the same goal and purpose.
Anticipated Timeline
My intervention would take a full academic year to plan and prepare and then the actual
execution would be in the following semester. I would like to start the planning process in the
Fall semester. This is when I would want to conduct a Campus Climate Survey as part of my
needs assessment. As I previously stated in Chapter 4, I would be partnering with HEDS to
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conduct this survey and the time frame for this would be 3 to 6 weeks. My goal would be that the
data is collected, analyzed, and assessed over winter break so that by the Spring semester there is
a clearer idea of the state of the university in regards to diversity, equity, and inclusion and
campus climate.
During the first months of the Spring semester we will market and advertise the creation
of this Bias and Crisis Response Team. By March, the representatives of the team will have been
appointed and will be ready to start their training. The training process will begin after Spring
Break. The plan is to have this training and preparation done in the Spring semester so that the
Bias and Crisis Response Team can be ready by the following Fall semester to start carrying out
their duties with incoming first-year students.
Budget & Funding Plan
As far as budgeting and funding, my hope would be to house this intervention in the
Office of Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion. Most of the funds utilized will come from money that
is already allocated from their department’s budget. Since this intervention would be a diversity,
equity and inclusion initiative, there may be extra grant funds that can be requested to also assist
with funding. The proposed budget that I am requesting equals a total of $14,500. See Appendix
D for an itemized budget for each allocation.
In addition to this proposed budget, I would also create the “Immediate Trauma Relief
Fund.” This emergency fund will be used to assist students who experience any kind of financial
burden as a result of a traumatic experience. See Appendix E for an example of the donor letter
that would be sent out to current faculty, staff, and alumni in order to gain donations for this
fund.
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Marketing and Recruitment
Members of the Bias and Crisis Response Team will be appointed to their positions by
recommendations from various identity offices on campus. The team will consist of faculty,
staff, and student representatives. The ideal number of people that will make up this team is nine,
but this is not a firm number, and the amount of members can vary. The goal is to have three
faculty representatives, three staff representatives, and three student representatives.
In order to get the word out about the creation of this team, marketing and advertising
will be conducted through physical flyer postings and email communication between
departments and offices. Examples of some departments or offices to reach out to may include a
LGBTQA+ Center, Multicultural Center, Public Safety, or Women’s Center; just to name a few.
Once the team is up and running, further marketing efforts will be needed to let the campus know
about the creation of this new team. See Appendix F for examples of marketing materials.
Assessment and Evaluation
Conducting an evaluation method is important when developing a program or
intervention because the information gathered will help determine the effectiveness of your
program. Evaluations also give insight on what aspects are working well and may suggest any
changes that might need to be made. The information collected during the evaluation process can
be through the use of qualitative or quantitative data. Both kinds of data are equally important
and present alternate ways of looking at the same information. I personally enjoy the personal
anecdotal feel of qualitative data but I acknowledge the significance of having concrete data as
well.
On a larger scale, in order to determine if my whole intervention plan is successful in
creating a safer environment for marginalized students, I would conduct another campus climate
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survey two or three years after implementation and compare the data to the results gathered from
the initial needs assessment campus climate survey.
On a smaller scale, in order to determine if my training workshop and handbook were
successfully executed, I will create a pre- and post-survey. The pre-survey will be used to
evaluate the level of knowledge these individuals are coming into the training with prior to the
start of the training and what aspects they would like to learn more about. The post-survey will
be used to determine how effective the training was and if the members of the team feel
equipped and knowledgeable to carry out their assigned duties thanks to the training materials
and the handbook. Both surveys will include a lot of the same questions in order to measure the
difference in answers from before going through the training and afterwards. The surveys will
consist of both quantitative responses and qualitative open-ended. Examples of what these
surveys will look like can be found in Appendices G and H.
Another important piece of information to collect would be the amount of incidents the
team manages on a year to year basis. This information can be retrieved by looking at the data
collected with the reporting forms. By looking at this, colleges and universities will be able to
see exactly how many incidents have been reported and the nature of each incident. After each
year, the data collected can be analyzed to determine any trends or changes in the incidents that
are being reported.
Limitations and Next Steps
Defining the Word Marginalized
The first limitation that comes to mind when thinking of this thematic concern is my
choice of the way I decided to use the term “marginalized.” I acknowledge the fact that the
feeling of marginalization can be found in many different identity groups but I made the decision
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to only focus on racially marginalized individuals. I made this decision based on the climate of
the world around us and it seemed best fitting. I do believe that if someone were to take this
intervention and focus it on another specific marginalized group, the results would still be the
same.
Technology and Social Media Platforms
Due to the time constraints of this thesis, there were some items that I did not get to fully
develop but should still be addressed. Given the constraints of the thesis project I was limited in
what issues I could explore. In the future, researching the impact that social media and
technology has on my thematic concern This thesis, as is, focuses more on direct and in-person
acts of hate and bias. However, we must take into account the multiple social media platforms
and the means of anonymity that can come with it as well. With this in mind, moving forward, I
would want to incorporate a technology component into the Bias and Crisis Response Team
training workshop that would clarify how the first amendment addresses free speech in terms of
online platforms. I would also make a point to talk about the effects and impact that
cyberbullying has on the student population. In addition to this, the Campus Bias and Hate
Handbook would be updated to reflect proper social media guidelines.
Conclusion
These are truly tiring times and I feel like this thematic concern is more relevant than
ever right now. A lot has happened in the world since the last time students were able to interact
with each other in an intellectual space on campus. With many colleges and universities planning
to go back to in-person learning, this intervention is needed to take a proactive approach to avoid
any potential disruptions that the world around us may cause to our campus environments. The
racially-based traumas that marginalized students face in their daily lives are not always so easily
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visible, so it is our job to be that support system even before the trauma has occurred and even
when they cannot find the words to speak out on their own.
In the words of the late Dr. Martin Luther King Jr (2018) “Darkness cannot drive out
darkness; only light can do that. Hate cannot drive out hate; only love can do that.” As campus
professionals, we need to be the light to drive out the darkness and the love to drive out the hate.
Our students are depending on us more than ever.
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Appendix A
Program Goals, Objectives and Learning Outcomes
Overarching Program Goal: For marginalized students to feel safe and supported on campus
❖ Program Objective #1: Create a Bias and Crisis Response Team
➢ Learning Outcome #1: As a result of creating a Bias and Crisis Response Team,
members of the college or university community will be able to differentiate
between appropriate acts of free speech and hurtful unconscious biases.
➢ Learning Outcome #2: As a result of creating a Bias and Crisis Response Team,
marginalized students will be able to articulate how to report instances of hate
crime to the team in a timely manner.
➢ Learning Outcome #3: As a result of creating a Bias and Crisis Response Team,
marginalized students will be able to identify the spaces and opportunities the
campus provides for them to express feelings of hurt or discomfort if they feel
discriminated against.
❖ Program Objective #2: Create a Bias and Crisis Response Team Training Workshop for
team members to feel equipped and knowledgeable on handling instances of hate on
campus.
➢ Learning Outcome #1: As a result of going through the Bias Response Team
training workshop, members of the Bias Response Team will be able to recognize
the difference between what is considered free speech and hate speech.
➢ Learning Outcome #2: As a result of going through the Bias Response Team
training workshop, members of the Bias Response Team will be able to identify
different variations of unconscious biases and discrimination that can occur on
campus.
➢ Learning Outcome #3: As a result of going through the Bias Response Team
training workshop, members of the Bias Response Team will be able to employ
aspects of their training to mediate instances of unconscious biases and
discrimination that can occur on campus.
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❖ Program Objective #3: Create a Campus Bias and Crisis Handbook
➢ Learning Outcome #1: With this Campus Bias and Crisis Handbook, readers
will be able to study and recall different aspects of their training workshop.
➢ Learning Outcome #2: With this Campus Bias and Crisis Handbook, readers
will be able to prepare for different instances of hate speech and hate crime before
they occur on campus.
➢ Learning Outcome #3: With this Campus Bias and Crisis Handbook, readers
will be able to facilitate educational opportunities surrounding hate speech and
hate crime on campus.
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Appendix B
Example Processing Questions, Activities and Scenarios

Example Processing Questions:
1. What is something new you learned about yourself or about someone else in this room
after going through this session?
2. Has this session changed your view about the way you viewed the difference between
free speech and hate speech?
3. Is there anything that you’re going to do differently in your life moving forward in
regards to Diversity, Equity and Inclusion initiatives?
Example Processing Activities:
➢ Activity #1 (Microaggressions):
○ Participants will be given an index card and instructed to write about a
microaggression that they have either experienced personally or have witnessed
happen to someone else. Their statements will be written anonymously and
handed to the workshop facilitator(s).
○ The Reflection: Each statement will be read out loud and reflected upon.
Discussion can be centered around what makes the statement a microaggression,
intent vs impact and more. After the discussion, the person who wrote the
statement will have the opportunity to reveal themselves and explain the situation
in more detail if they wish or choose to remain anonymous.
➢ Activity #2 (Coping with Being Uncomfortable):
○ Each participant will be placed in a separate section of the room with a large
poster paper and a marker. Participants will be instructed to divide their paper in
half. One side will be labeled “Uncomfortable Stressors” and the other side will
be labeled “Coping Skills.” On the corresponding sides, participants will display
things that make them feel uneasy or uncomfortable and ways they cope with
these feelings and situations. Participants can either write their responses in list
form or draw picture representations.
○ The Reflection: Afterwards, each participant will share what they wrote or what
they drew to the larger group. Discussion can be centered around similarities and
differences in content or any coping skills that may be new to someone. After the
reflection, it would be a good idea to compile a list of all of the coping skills that
were mentioned and post them somewhere where participants can easily access
and reference them.
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Sample Campus Bias and Crisis Scenarios:
➢ Bias Scenario #1 (Known Offender):
○ You receive an online incident report that reads: I cannot live in my residence hall
with my roommate anymore. Her countless comments or “jokes” in reference to
my race makes me so uncomfortable. Just a week ago she told me how her
nephew came home with dirt and trash all over him and she said he looked Black.
Her version of a “joke” is comparing the dirt on her nephew to a person that
shares the same skin as me. Even more recently, she questioned the way I styled
my natural hair by asking “why don't I wear more professional hairstyles instead
of that fro?” It’s comments like these that have made living with her unbearable
and I just don’t know what to do anymore. As members of the Bias and Crisis
Response Team, what would your next steps be regarding the offended
student and their roommate?
➢ Bias Scenario #2 (Unknown Offender):
○ A student comes into the office to report an incident. This student explains that in
class today, there was a class discussion regarding social class and poverty and
the professor used an anonymous polling site to gather responses to some
discussion questions. One of the questions read: Why do you believe it’s hard for
some people to “get out of” poverty? At first the responses coming in seemed
pretty genuine and then they started becoming more and more directed towards
people of color in a negative way. The professor did not address the negative
comments and continued with the lesson. Myself and some of the other students
of color were visibly taken aback but did not know how to address the situation in
the moment since we did not know who exactly made the comments. As
members of the Bias and Crisis Response Team, what would your next steps
be regarding the offended students, the remaining students in the class and
the professor?
➢ Crisis Scenario #1 (Planned Intervention):
○ A student group is planning on bringing a speaker to campus that is known for
having very controversial viewpoints regarding same sex marriage. This student
group went through all of the necessary procedures and received approval to have
their speaker for their event. You overhear that another group of students are
planning a counter demonstration during the same time as the event to protest the
speaker’s views. As members of the Bias and Crisis Response Team, what are
some possible intervention tactics that can be put into place to allow both
groups of students to utilize their right to free speech without disrespecting
the other group?
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➢ Crisis Scenario #2 (“In the Moment” Intervention):
○ You are walking past the Student Union and notice a large group of students
gathering and shouting at one another in a seemingly hostile manner. You make
your way through the crowd and notice someone has painted racial slurs all over
one of the walls. Students are outraged and are demanding to know who is
responsible and what judicial actions will take place. As members of the Bias
and Crisis Response Team, what are some possible intervention tactics that
can be put into place to calm and redirect the students in the moment? What
will be the team’s next steps moving forward?
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Appendix C
Campus Bias and Crisis Incident Reporting Form
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Appendix D

Proposed Budget Including Campus Climate Survey Quote
Expense

Justification

Cost

Total

1 Paid Student Intern

This Intern will be
responsible for
assembling the
guidebook and will be
in charge of all public
relations and
marketing projects.
(i.e. Social Media,
Graphic Designs,
Newsletters)

$15 an hour
10 hours a week
30 weeks ( Spring
and Fall semester)

$4,500

Binders

Each binder will be
filled with all printed
training documents
and worksheets that
will be used
throughout the
training.

15 Standard 2inch - 3
ring binder from
staples: $6.29 each

$94.35

Pens

The pens will have
“BCRT” on them and
can be used during
training and be given
away for advertising
and marketing.

100 custom pens
from “pens.com”:
$1.19 each

$119

Refreshments

Each training day will
be 7 hours long. A
light breakfast will be
provided at 9am and
then lunch at
12:30pm.

●

●

Day 1
$425.91
Breakfast:
Assorted
Donuts from
Dunkin
Donuts: $9.99
per dozen - 2
dozen
Day 2
Breakfast:
Bagels &
Assorted
Spreads from
Panera Bread:
$9.99 per
dozen - 2
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●

●

●

●

dozen
Day 1 Lunch:
Pizza from
Papa Johns:
Medium
Cheese pizza
- $13.00 (x2)
Medium
Pepperoni
pizza - $13.00
(x2)
Day 2 Lunch:
Assorted
Sandwiches
from Panera:
$49.99 for 102 orders
Beverages:
Case of water
from Walmart:
$3.98 - 40
count; Orange
juice from
Walmart:
$29.99 - 24
count 10oz.
Bottles
Alternative
food options
for allergies &
Other
Miscellaneous
- $200

Plates, Utensils,
Napkins, Cups, Etc.

These materials will
be needed each day
for breakfast and
lunch refreshments.

Paper plates: $9.99200 count
Utensils: $9.99 - 160
count
Napkins: $9.99- 600
count
Cups:$9.99- 120
count

$39.96

HEDS Campus
Climate Survey

The cost of this
service is up to
discretion of the
company. See Figure
3 for the full
breakdown of cost
and what is included

Base Cost $2,000
Potential additional
fees: $1,000

3,000
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Opening Speaker

Day 1 of the training
will be a workshop
facilitated by a
professional speaker
on Diversity Equity
and Inclusion.

$1000 for 1 session
$500 for travel and
lodging

$1500

20 T-Shirts

This will be provided
for each member of
the BCRT so they
can have identifying
apparel for events

$15.32 each from
CustomInk.com

$306.04

20 Crewnecks

This will be provided
for each member of
the BCRT so they
can have identifying
apparel for events

$21.00 each from
CustomInk.com

$420.00

Programming Funds

These funds will be
used by members of
the BCRT to host
educational programs
and/or social events
throughout the
academic year

$1,000 for Spring
semester
$1,000 for Fall
semester

$2,000

Emergency Funds

These funds will be
used in case the
BCRT has to act fast
in a time of crisis

$1,500 for Spring
semester
$1,500 for Fall
semester

$3,000

Total Expenses:

13,905.62

Total Budget Requesting: $14,5000
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Figure 3.
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Appendix E
Sample Donor Letter
[Insert College or University Letterhead]
Date
Your Name
Name of College or University
College or University Mailing Address

Dear [Donor’s Name]
We are in very trying times right now and our students are currently fighting silent battles every
day that we cannot even begin to fathom. Between the effects of a global pandemic, the new
normal of online courses, countless acts of social and racial injustice, in addition to personal life
responsibilities, our students are being pulled very thin.
Our nation is experiencing trauma after trauma with little time in between to gather our thoughts
and emotions. With everything that is going on, the expectations and societal pressure placed on
our students unfortunately remain the same. Even though our institution is actively working to
provide multiple counseling opportunities and other ways to alleviate some of this mental stress,
we need your help to make our efforts go even further!
We are proposing the creation of the “Immediate Trauma Relief Fund.” This emergency fund
will be used to assist students who experience any kind of financial burden as a result of a
traumatic experience.
If you are able to, you can make a donation to help us get this fund up and running to start
helping our students. Any amount that you are able to give is greatly appreciated and if you are
unable to give at this time, we simply ask that you spread the word to raise more awareness of
this cause.
Thank you in advance for either your donation or your time. Your efforts will truly make a
difference in the lives of many students to come.
Sincerely,
[Your Signature]
[Your Title/Position]
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Appendix F
Bias and Crisis Response Team Marketing Materials
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Appendix G
Bias and Crisis Response Training Pre Evaluation
Name:
Position/Title:
Gender:
Pronouns:
Please indicate your opinion about the following statements using the scale below:
1= strongly disagree

2= disagree

3= neutral

4= agree

5= strongly agree

1. I understand what it means to be unconsciously bias.
1

2

3

4

5

2. I have a clear understanding of my own personal biases.
1

2

3

4

5

3. I am able to recognize the difference between free speech and hate speech.
1

2

3

4

5

4. I feel confident in my ability to facilitate educational programs that encourage a more
bias- and hate- free environment.
1

2

3

4

5

5. I am knowledgeable of all available on campus and off campus resources and services
that address incidents of hate and bias.
1

2

3

4

5

Please respond to the following open ended questions:
1. What motivates you to challenge racism and other discriminatory behavior in our
society?

2. How do you plan to enact change in this role to positively influence the current campus
climate?

3. What would you like to gain from going through this training workshop?
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Appendix H
Bias and Crisis Response Training Post Evaluation
Name:
Position/Title:
Gender:
Pronouns:
Please indicate your opinion about the following statements using the scale below:
1= strongly disagree

2= disagree

3= neutral

4= agree

5= strongly agree

1. I understand what it means to be unconsciously bias.
1

2

3

4

5

2. I have a clear understanding of my own personal biases.
1

2

3

4

5

3. I am able to recognize the difference between free speech and hate speech.
1

2

3

4

5

4. I feel confident in my ability to facilitate educational programs that encourage a more biasand hate- free environment.
1

2

3

4

5

5. I am knowledgeable of all available on campus and off campus resources and services that
address incidents of hate and bias.
1

2

3

4

5

Please respond to the following open ended questions:
1. What is the difference between appropriate acts of free speech and hurtful unconscious
biases?

2. Name one way that you can use your training to proactively address issues of hate on
campus?

3. Please share one additional thing that you learned during this training workshop that stood
out to you?

